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The science of building construction and design is evolving more quickly than ever before. The

second edition of this outstanding text builds on the previous version. It incorporates the latest

updates available, features hundreds of new pieces of artwork, and is now in FULL COLOR! Written

by an author team with decades of experience in architecture, building construction, engineering,

and teaching, Building Construction: Principles, Materials & Systems 2nd Edition is a

comprehensive and fully illustrated introduction to construction methods and materials.Â   Â 

Continuing on with the books unique organization, Principles of Construction are covered in Part

One and Materials and Systems of Construction are covered in Part Two. Emphasizing aÂ visual

approach to learning, it includes more than 1,400 original illustrations and an extra large trim size

(9â€• x 12â€•) that provides an open and inviting layout that readers are sure to appreciate.  Â  Plus!

A completely revamped and expanded companion website,Â "MyConstructionKit", is also available!
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The condition the book arrived in was terrible. Any moment now, the pages will completely fall out. I

get that because it's a rental, it's been passed around, but definitely not worth the $30.

As a student studying Construction Management, I found this to be a terrific textbook. The diagrams

and picture explanations I found to be very helpful, and there is a plethora of helpful information.My



one complaint has nothing to do with the content of the book however. My biggest frustration with

this textbook had to do with the kindle experience. First of all, this did work fine on my Kindle HD,

albeit with a small screen, it was difficult to pan around a large textbook page. My options for

viewing it on a computer were limited because it cannot be viewed on the kindle cloud reader for

viewing on web browser and it is not available for viewing on kindle for windows 8. So if you have a

new laptop or computer and want to view the content on a bigger screen than a kindle you are out of

luck. That needs to change. Please allow me to read this on a windows 8 device.

So far I love this book. I am currently taking a heavy construction methods class. This book is also

being used for light construction(residential) class at my institution as well.I am about half way

through the course so I have not read the whole book. But so far, it's an easy read with lots of info. I

love the side bars.They contain additional information about subject being discussed in that

particular section. The questions at the end of each chapter are some what challenging. They are in

sequential order so you don't have to look all over the chapter to find the answers. I have had books

that quiz you on info that even isn't in the material being covered in that particular chapter. Some

may think I am being silly but I believe one should be challenged to learn the material not be tested

on how effectively you can comb through hundreds of pages. There is a ton of info in this text.I also

like the fact that it discusses sustainable construction in every chapter. In each section it explains

how the material being discussed in the chapter pertains to sustainable practices. Being a LEED

AP(US Green Building Council Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Accredited

Professional), I believe it is extremely important that today's construction professionals embrace and

fully understand sustainability as it pertains to construction. So called "green building" is quickly

becoming a standard practice in the US and throughout the developed world.This is a great text

book. I definitely plan on keeping it for reference material as I continue my career.I would

recommend this book for anyone who is interested in learning the basics about construction

materials and methods.

This book has everything. I bought it for a Construction Materials and Methods class. I do not plan

to sell back the book as it will be a great book to reference back to. The only downside was the

ConstructionKit CD for interactive learning/testing that came with my Used copy is no longer

supported by Pearson. I imagine this won't be an issue if you buy New.

Best book for anyone interested in learning about the building construction process. The color



pictures in the book and even more clarity to the material. Currently thus is required reading fir me

fir a class, but I will keep this book in my personal library for years to come as I build on my skills as

a construction project manager and architect. It is a priceless resource!

Excellent content for someone looking for an overview of up to date building methods... a few

surprising things that I was not aware of which allowed me to use this as a springboard to find the

more detailed information I required.

I bought this book for preparing the ARE Exam. This book gave me the all the fundimental

information what I need. All the explanation is very detailed with Photos, tables, illustarations. Quick

quiz at the end of each section is great. if somebody want to understand the construction at the site,

It will be the right book.

Does a pretty good job at keeping up with the new book that came out. I'm in a class that uses the

newest version of this book and with a few new illustrations and color images, there isn't much

difference.
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